
                                                          

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Coppernic and Integrated Biometrics Partner to Provide an Ultra-thin Rugged 
Handheld with DANNO FAP30 TFT Fingerprint Sensor 

Fully integrated LES Fingerprint Sensor technology in rugged Android device. 

SPARTANBURG, S.C., August 30, 2022 - Coppernic is pleased to announce that they have selected the Integrated 
Biometrics Danno fingerprint sensor for their new rugged, handheld product line, Access-ER. As the next step in 
Coppernic’s innovative approach to their devices, Access-ER incorporates fingerprint biometrics and several new 
RFID and other data capture modules to address a wide variety of markets and applications. Danno, the world’s 
smallest FAP 30, FBI-certified, single-finger scanner, will drive the biometric capability for Coppernic’s mobile 
identity solutions in Border Control, Military, Law Enforcement and Secure Access Control applications.  

“We have a long, established partnership with Integrated Biometrics,” explained Marc Piepers, CTO of Coppernic. 
“We have deployed their sensors in our mobile products previously and have found that they are very high quality 
and perfectly adapted for mobile identity environments”. 

“IB’s Danno uses our patented, light-emitting sensor technology, outperforming traditional fingerprint scanners in 
size, portability, and reliability, making it the perfect fit for Access-ER,” said Eleanor Benson, VP Sales EMEA for 
Integrated Biometrics, who also demonstrated the LES technology at the Coppernic launch event. 

As part of the largest deployment of Danno to date, Coppernic announced two product variants targeted at mobile 
solutions for physical access control. The new Access-ER e-ID incorporates Danno with either standard NFC or an 
optional high-performance, ISO 14443 RFID module.  

About Coppernic 
Coppernic designs, produces, and deploys professional-grade handheld devices for use with control and traceability 
applications including Public Transportation Ticketing, Mobile Biometric Identification, Mobile Access Control and 
the Traceability of Goods & Materials. We have successfully deployed and supported mobile device systems ranging 
from 1 to over 10,000 devices in a wide variety of markets. We provide comprehensive support packages and 
expertise in mobile security, data connectivity, mobile device management and analytics. 
More info about Coppernic on www.coppernic.fr 
 
About Integrated Biometrics 
Integrated Biometrics (IB), a pioneer in biometric fingerprint technology, designs and manufactures advanced, high-
resolution touchless and FBI-certified contact identity solutions for government, law enforcement, military, social 
services, and a wide range of commercial applications. Global organizations rely on IB’s products to enroll and verify 
identities quickly and accurately, even in remote locations under extreme conditions. 
For more about Integrated Biometrics, visit www.integratedbiometrics.com or call +1 888 840 8034. 
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